An educational workshop provided for

CPT ■ HCPCS ■ ICD-10-CM

Advanced Reimbursement, Coding & Compliance
For Gastroenterology

Given by:
Terry A. Fletcher BS, CPC, CCC, CEMC, SCP-CA, ACS-CA, CCS-P, CCS, CMSCS, CMC, CMCS

Latest CMS changes impacting
Upper and Lower GI procedures, E/M
and Diagnostics.

Wednesday, October 5, 2016
Anaheim, California
Marriott Suites Hotel
12015 Harbor Blvd.
(Anaheim, CA 92840)

Tuesday, November 8, 2016
Phoenix, Arizona
Doubletree Suites Hotel
320 North 44th Street
(Phoenix, AZ 85008)

(Workshops are from 8:30 am - 3:30 pm)

Special Section:
We will bring you all of the CPT 2016 changes. There are a number of diagnosis changes for 2017 that begin October this year. We will give you a heads up on those.

Bring examples of your coding and reimbursement problems for the workshop. We'll find the specific Gastroenterology solutions together!

(PLEASE BRING YOUR CPT BOOK)
Coding, Reimbursement & Compliance Issues

- Learn about the latest Medicare CCI edits and how it impacts GI coding.
- Modifiers, a key to opening the door to accurate reimbursement. Appropriate use of the -25 modifier could impact your revenue.
- Pitfalls to avoid in billing BRAVO and other diagnostic studies.
- Learn appropriate coding sequencing for upper & lower GI procedures performed at same session.
- NP & PA "incident to" rules in a Gastroenterology setting.
- Discussion on -PT modifier and -33 modifier.

Coding Techniques That Work!

- What you can do to avoid multiple procedure denials.
- Indications for utilizing Abnormal Findings, Signs & Symptoms, Polyps and V Codes.
- Documentation requirements for procedure notes will be discussed.
- Medicare vs. Commercial coding for FMT.
- Hospital E/M for Gastroenterology.

Advanced Coding Techniques for Gastroenterology

- Tattooing for Upper and Lower GI - is it billable?
- Defining "Different Location" in the context of the GI Tract - important for proper payment.
- Enteroscopy vs. upper GI endoscopy.
- Coding biopsies when also billing multiple endoscopies / polypectomies.
- Coding EGDs and Colonoscopy on the same day... Do's and Don'ts.
- Coding ERCPS: Sphincterotomy, Stents, Stone removals... Modifiers?

CAN'T ATTEND?

Visit our website mcveyseminars.com for additional products and services available to support your practice's educational needs.

Note:

Like us on facebook and get a $5 discount for this seminar. We'll give you updates on seminars & coding alerts. www.facebook.com/mcveymd
Learn How To

WHAT’S NEW! THE HOT TOPICS
■ WHAT IS THE IMPACT ON SCREENING COLONOSCOPIES?
■ CMS GUIDELINES WHEN A SCREENING COLONOSCOPY BECOMES A SURGICAL COLONOSCOPY.
■ NEW PATIENT VS. ESTABLISHED PATIENTS, GI VS. INTERNAL MED.
■ H-PYORI WITH EGD/BIOPSY.
■ PROFESSIONAL VS. TECHNICAL FOR "CAPSULE ENDOCOPY" CODING.
■ ERCP’S AND MODIFIERS - THE CORRECT INFORMATION.

About your seminar leader:
Ms. Terry Fletcher is a Specialty Coding Industry Coding and Billing Expert, Auditor and Educator based in Laguna Beach, California, with over 30 years experience. Terry is a past member of the National Advisory Board for AAPP, past Chair of the AAPPCC, and National Conference Educator. Ms. Fletcher is the Technical Editor for the Cardiology Coder’s Pink sheet from DecisionHealth LLC and Editorial Advisor for Cardiology Coding Alert! & Practice Management Coding Alert! from The Coding Institute. Ms. Fletcher is an Educator for McVey Seminars, MGMA, Audio Educator, AAPP, AHIMA, Medlearn, MentorHealth and DecisionHealth, teaching over 100 specialty coding Seminars, Teleconferences and Webinars every year. Terry is the author of several coding and reimbursement publications, as well as a practice auditor for multiple specialty practices around the country. Terry holds a bachelor’s degree (BS) in economics, multiple certifications in coding, and her proficiency certification in ICD-10-CM: CPC, CCC, CEMC, SCP-CA, ACS-CA, CCS-P, CCS, CMCS, CMCS, CMC, CMC. Her coding and reimbursement specialties include: Cardiology, Peripheral-Cardiology, Gastroenterology, E/M Auditing, Orthopedics, General Surgery, Ob/Gyn and Interventional Radiology.

Terry L. McVey, President

Registration Form

We are registering _______ person(s) for the AGA Institute sponsored Coding seminar. We will receive a workbook, all materials & refreshments. Confirmation by return fax.

☐ The AGA member fees are: $265 first person, $245 each additional
☐ Non member fees are: $290 first person, $270 each additional

Name(s)

Name of Doctor/Group/Clinic

Street Address (Suite Number) Office Phone Number

City, State Zip Code Fax Number

Cardholders Signature

Email address

Expiration date

Make checks payable and mail registration to:
McVey Associates , Inc.
1326 Ross Street, Ste. B
Petaluma, CA 94954

Check Which Seminar
(8:30 am - 3:30 pm)

☐ Anaheim, CA Oct. 5, 2016 161005TF
☐ Phoenix, AZ Nov. 8, 2016 161108TF

NOTE! You can register on-line now! Visit www.mcvyeyseminars.com & click on specialties in upper left hand corner, then find your location. You may also fax registration form with credit card to: (415)892-1271
We provide answers

- ICD-10-CM time for a 2017 discussion.
- 59 modifier HCPCS subsets to help define special circumstances.
- Incomplete colonoscopies changed by CMS. How does this affect payment?
- Overview of Errors / Lost Revenue common to Gastroenterology practices.
- New 2016 update for Endoscopy procedures. Will we still be using the G-codes for Medicare 2016 & 2017?
- The Medicare Fee Schedule is out, where do we stand for 2017?
- We have answers on your Concurrent Care denials.
- Practical applications for Advanced Beneficiary Notice (ABN).
- Coding and Billing for Non Physician Providers..... the latest updates!
- Utilize CMS’ National Coverage Decisions (NCD) and Local Coverage Decisions (LCD).
- Real case studies/operative reports to challenge your coding expertise and understanding.
- Code correctly for Critical Care and prolonged services.

The McVey Guarantee
We unconditionally guarantee your full tuition for up to one year. After attending, if you did not feel the investment worthwhile, please write to us with your comments. We believe in the value of our seminars and services - and we think you will too!

For More Information

If you have any questions regarding this seminar, the recordings available, on-site seminars or consulting please call TOLL FREE: 1-800-227-7888.
The McVey staff welcomes your questions and we’re here to help!
web site: www.mcveyseminars.com  - You can now register on-line!

CEUs and Certificate of Completion

This program has prior approval of AAPC for 6 continuing education hours. Granting of prior approval in no way constitutes endorsement by the AAPC of the program content or the program sponsor. (the Academy 800-626-2633) Other groups offering 6 C.E.U.’s are the Professional Association of Health Care Office Management (800-451-9311), the Professional Association of Healthcare Coding Specialists (888-708-4707), the Practice Management Institute (800-259-5562), and American Health Information Management Association. You also receive a McVey Associates, Inc. Certificate of Completion.

31st Year Providing the Highest Quality Business Information to Healthcare - Thank you, Terry L. McVey, President